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UD delegation concludes China visit in Shanghai

A delegation of University of Delaware faculty and administrators, led by President Patrick Harker, concluded a visit to China this week in Shanghai with meetings at Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) and East China Normal University (ECNU).

Read More >>

- Dean's and grad lists posted online
- Portion of East Park Place closed Monday and Tuesday
- UD helps Georgetown plan its economic future
- Debra Reese named director of Procurement Services
- Prof honored for lifetime contributions to psychology

More News... Subscribe to UDaily

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

In a rapid follow-up to their achievement as the first to demonstrate how an electron's spin can be electrically injected, controlled and detected in silicon, electrical engineers from the UD and Cambridge NanoTech now show that this quantum property can be transported a marathon distance in monoelectrons.
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UD delegation concludes China visit in Shanghai

A delegation of University of Delaware faculty and administrators, led by President Patrick Harker, concluded a visit to China this week in Shanghai with meetings at Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) and East China Normal University (ECNU).
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UD delegation concludes China visit in Shanghai
A delegation of University of Delaware faculty and administrators, led by President Patrick弹, concluded a visit to China this week in Shanghai with meetings at Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) and East China Normal University (ECNU).
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In a rapid follow-up to their achievement as the first to demonstrate how an electron’s spin can be electrically injected, controlled and detected in silicon, electrical engineers from the UD and Cambridge NanTech now show that this quantum property can be transported a marathon distance in monoelectrons.
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UD delegation concludes China visit in Shanghai

A delegation of University of Delaware faculty and administrators, led by President Patrick Harker, concluded a visit to China this week in Shanghai with meetings at Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) and East China Normal University (ECNU).

Read More >>

- Dean's and grad lists posted online
- Portion of East Park Place closed Monday and Tuesday
- UD helps Georgetown plan its economic future
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In a rapid follow-up to their achievement as the first to demonstrably spin an electron's spin can be electrically injected, controlled and detected in silicon, electrical engineers from the UD and Cambridge Nano Tech now show that this quantum property can be transported a marathon distance in nanoelectronics.
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UD delegation concludes China visit in Shanghai
A delegation of University of Delaware faculty and administrators, led by President Patrick Harker, concluded a visit to China this week in Shanghai with meetings at Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) and East China Normal University (ECNU).
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT
In a rapid follow-up to their achievement as the first to demonstrate how an electron spin can be electrically injected, controlled and detected in silicon, electrical engineers from the UD and Cambridge NanoTech now show that this quantum property can be transported a marathon distance in monoelectronics.
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